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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2017 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification (http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-chemistry-b-salters-
h033-h433-from-2015/) for full details of the assessment 
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should 
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment 
materials and the June 2017 Examiners’ Report to Centres 
available on the OCR website http://www.ocr.org.uk/
qualifications/. 

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2018. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this). 

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-chemistry-b-salters-h033-h433-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-chemistry-b-salters-h033-h433-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-chemistry-b-salters-h033-h433-from-2015/
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Section A
Question 1

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This candidate has quickly eliminated the atomic number and 
relative atomic mass. They have correctly realised that an isotopic 
mass must be a whole number and selected the correct answer. 
A significant number, however, incorrectly chose the relative 
atomic mass and a few chose the atomic number.

What is a possible mass number of a magnesium isotope?

A  12

B  23.99

C  24

D  24.3

 [1]
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Question 2

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question proved more difficult than anticipated and many 
candidates were distracted by the p3 configurations or the 
omission of the 3s2 electrons.

An element forms ions with a charge of 3+.

What could be the electron configuration of the atoms of the element?

A  1s22s22p3

B  1s22s22p63s23p63d14s2

C  1s22s22p63p1

D  1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p3

 [1]
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Question 3

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This proved an accessible question, with over 80% of answers 
being correct. Everyone was clear that the electron shells were 
the most recent development, but some were unsure of the 
others and chose option B.

Some models of the structure of the atom are described below.

     1  Atoms are spheres.

     2  Atoms have a dense nucleus.

     3  The electrons are arranged in shells.

     4  Atoms have protons and electrons embedded in them.

Which row represents the historical sequence of these models, with the earliest first?

 [1]
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Question 4

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
In common with questions at the beginning of the paper, this 
was meant to be reasonably easy. The students’ responses 
were very encouraging with a very high proportion of correct 
answers. A few students, however, chose response B as two 
repeat units had been given in the stem.

Polymer X is –CH(OH)–CH(COOCH3)–CH(OH)–CH(COOCH3)–

What is the monomer of polymer X?

A  CH(OH)–CH(COOH)

B  C(OH)=C(COOCH3)–C(OH)=C(COOCH3)

C  CH(OH)=CH(COOCH3)

D  CH2–CH(COOH)

 [1]
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Question 5

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was another well-answered question. There were a few who 
thought NO was not produced, forgetting that this comes from 
gases of the air, and a few who thought that there would be 
no incomplete combustion as oxygen is present in the ethanol 
molecule.

An engine runs on ethanol.

What would not be found in the exhaust from this engine?

A  SO2

B  CO2

C  NO

D  CO

 [1]
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Question 6

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was difficult as the test for nitrate ions is new to 
the specification and the distractors were difficult to identify if 
the student’s knowledge of the test was not absolutely clear. This 
student clearly had the detailed knowledge needed and was 
able to correctly eliminate the wrong answers. Many students 
gave A which did not include the aluminium powder or B where 
the colour change of litmus was the wrong way round.

Which statement about testing for nitrate(V) ions is correct?

A  They give off ammonia gas when warmed with sodium hydroxide solution.

B  Ammonia is detected because it turns blue litmus paper red.

C  Aluminium is used to reduce nitrate(V).

D  Nitrate(V) ions are oxidised.

 [1]
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Question 7

Mark(s): Exemplar 1 - 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was perceived as quite easy and the majority 
of candidates scored the mark. These students were lucky, as 
although they have incorrect oxidation states in response A, they 
were still able to select the correct answer.

Which process is not oxidation?

A  NH4
+  NO2

–

B  NO3
-  N2

C  N2  NO

D  NO2
–  NO3

– 
              [1]

Mark(s): Exemplar 2 - 1/1
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Question 8

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was well done by most candidates; the overlap with biology 
helped some students score and they showed good knowledge 
and understanding.

Which statement about DNA is not true?

A  DNA is a condensation polymer.

B  Adenine and uracil join by 2 hydrogen bonds in DNA.

C  Guanine and cytosine join by 3 hydrogen bonds in DNA.

D  The backbone of DNA is made of phosphate and deoxyribose.

 [1]
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Question 9

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
Students clearly understood the structures of proteins as they 
had learned it well and/or had the knowledge from biology.

Which statement describes the secondary structure of a protein?

A  the types of amino acids present

B  the sequence of the amino acids

C  attractions between groups causing folding of the protein helix

D  hydrogen bonds causing a helix or sheet

 [1]
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Question 10

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was generally well answered with a significant 
number of correct answers. This student has clearly worked it 
out carefully. A few answers gave B, having got the oxidation and 
reduction incorrect.

A student is given the electrode potentials below.

The student sets up a cell from the two half cells.

Which statement is correct?

A  The cell voltage is 1.14 V.

B  Cu2+ is reduced by Ag.

C  Cu is oxidised by Ag+.

D  Cu2+ is oxidised by Ag.

 [1]
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Question 11

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was generally well done, only about 20% of 
answers being incorrect. Students had clearly understood that 
full or empty d-orbitals do not result in coloured ions.

Which ion is coloured?

A  Zn2+

B  Sc3+

C  Ti3+

D  Ti4+

 [1]
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Question 12

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was correctly answered by more than half the 
candidates, showing that GLC had been well understood. Of the 
incorrect answers, C was most frequently seen, which would 
give a low retention time.

What describes a substance with a high retention time in gas-liquid chromatography?

A  high volatility

B  high solubility in the stationary phase

C  high affinity for the mobile phase

D  non-polar molecules

 [1]
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Question 13

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This candidate has drawn a dot and cross diagram and therefore 
got the 2 bonding and 2 lone pairs and consequently the 
correct answer. About a third of candidates did not get this 
correct, either due to forgetting the lone pairs completely or the 
extra electron due to the negative charge. Very few candidates 
ignored the lone pairs, so D was not seen, but B and C were seen 
in about equal numbers among the incorrect answers.

What is the bond angle (in degrees) in the NH2
– ion?

A  104.5°

B  107°

C  120°

D  180°

 [1]
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Question 14

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
Candidates answered this successfully and had clearly learned 
this well. Most answers were correct; incorrect answers gave the 
other distractors in approximately equal numbers.

Why are many bond enthalpies described as averages?

A  They are averaged out over many molecules with different kinetic energies.

B  They are averaged out over different compounds containing the same bond.

C  They are the averages of the bond in liquid and gaseous compounds.

D  They are average values from different data books.

 [1]
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Question 15

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was one of the most consistently correctly 
answered on the whole paper; candidates had no problem with 
this.

Which statement is correct about electronegativity?

A  It increases from left to right across a period.

B  It increases down a group.

C  It measures the negative charge on an atom.

D  The smaller the electronegativity difference between two elements, the more likely the bond  
 between them is ionic.

 [1]
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Question 16

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
About 70% of candidates answered this correctly showing they 
knew the shapes of all the molecules and that partial charges 
can cancel out if they are symmetrically opposed. Of the others, 
C was the most often seen.

Which one of these molecules has an overall dipole?

A  CH2F2

B  CF4

C  BF3

D  SF6

 [1]
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Question 17

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was well done; candidates had clearly understood 
the practical techniques here. A was hardly seen, but B and C 
were occasionally chosen.

Which row gives correct statements for both distillation and heating under reflux?

 [1]
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Question 18

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was very well done with only a small number of incorrect 
answers.

What is correct about a mass spectrum of a compound?

A  It shows the atoms produced from the compound.

B  It enables the Mr of the compound to be determined.

C  It has a small M+1 peak because of some 2H atoms present in the compound.

D  The units of the x-axis are ‘mass’.

 [1]
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Question 19

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
The idea that species in the fast steps do not appear in the rate 
equation had been well understood. A few answers selected A, 
just the species in the overall equation, or B, the species in both 
steps.

Nitrogen dioxide reacts with carbon monoxide as in the equation below.

Which expression is the correct rate equation?

A  Rate = k [NO2] [CO]

B  Rate = k [NO2]2 [CO]

C  Rate = k [CO]

D  Rate = k [NO2]2

 [1]
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Question 20

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was well answered and candidates understood enzyme 
kinetics well. A and C were occasionally seen.

What is correct for reactions involving enzymes?

A  The enzyme works best at high temperature.

B  The rate is zero order with respect to substrate at low substrate concentration.

C  The half-life for the substrate is always constant.

D  The rate is zero order with respect to substrate at high substrate concentration.

 [1]
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Question 21

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was well answered, this candidate has thought through the 
answer carefully. In other papers A or C were seen.

Which pair will not react together?

A  (CH3)3CCOCl and (CH3)3CNH2

B  CH3COCl and CH3OH

C  (CH3)3N and CH3COCl

D  C6H5OH and (CH3)3CCOCl

 [1]
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Question 22

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
About two thirds of the answers to this question were correct, 
this candidate knew the mechanism well and scored the mark. 
Of the others, A was most often seen, the ammonia attacking 
the halogen, rather than the carbon.

What describes the first step in the nucleophilic substitution reaction of ammonia with a haloalkane?

A  NH3 attacks the halogen atom.

B  NH2
-  attacks the carbon atom next to the halogen.

C  NH3 forms a bond with its lone pair to the carbon atom next to the halogen.

D  The halogen atom is lost as a radical.

 [1]
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Question 23

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question proved difficult with only just half the responses 
being correct. The calculation involving the excess sulfur 
reacting was clearly worked out in this example, but many 
students went for the mass of SO2, not accounting for the fact 
that some had reacted with the iron.

5.6 g of Fe (Ar = 56) and 4.0 g of S (Ar = 32) are heated in air until no further reaction occurs.

All the iron is converted to FeS and the rest of the sulfur forms SO2.

What is the mass (in grams) of the sulfur dioxide formed?

A  1.6

B  4.0

C  8.0

D  10.4

 [1]
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Question 24

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This type of calculation is always difficult and proved one of the 
more difficult questions on the paper. This student has worked 
out the correct total volume and unlike many answers has given 
the added volume. The total volume, 35 cm3, was frequently 
seen.

A student has 25 cm3 of a 0.014 mol dm–3 solution.

How much water should be added to make the solution 0.010 mol dm–3?

A  10 cm3

B  14 cm3

C  35 cm3

D  49 cm3

 [1]
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Question 25

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was a difficult question and consequently only a relatively 
small number of correct answers were seen. Not realising the 
concentration of OH- ions was double that of Mg2+ ions or 
forgetting to square the [OH-] were common errors.

The maximum solubility of magnesium hydroxide is 1.71 × 10–4 mol dm–3.

What is the value of the solubility product?

A  5.00 × 10–12

B  2.00 × 10–11

C  2.92 × 10–8

D  5.13 × 10–4

 [1]
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Question 26

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was well done and students were clear that 
1-methylbut-2-ene and pent-4-ene were not correct isomers in 
many cases. The incorrect answers were equally spread over the 
other distractors.

What is the correct name of an isomer of pent-1-ene?

A  cyclopentene

B  pent-4-ene

C  1-methylbut-2-ene

D  3-methylbut-1-ene

 [1]
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Question 27

Examiner commentary
Slightly under half the candidates scored here. This type of 
question is more difficult as there are 3 statements to consider. 
Statement 2 was often not recognised as correct.

Which statement(s) connected with the greenhouse effect is/are correct?

     1     The Earth radiates infrared radiation.

     2     Solar energy heats the surface of the Earth.

     3     Greenhouse gases absorb ultra violet radiation causing their bonds to vibrate more.

A  1, 2 and 3

B  Only 1 and 2

C  Only 2 and 3

D  Only 1

 [1]

Mark(s): 1/1
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Question 28

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This candidate has shown a systematic approach to this type of 
question; immediately eliminating the responses that include 
the incorrect statement 3. It was correctly answered by more 
than half the candidates. A significant number of candidates did 
think that statement 3 was correct, however.

Which statement(s) about rusting is/are correct?

     1     Rust contains Fe3+ ions.

     2     Oxygen molecules are reduced during rusting.

     3     The first step in rusting is Fe  Fe3+ + 3e–.

A  1, 2 and 3

B  Only 1 and 2

C  Only 2 and 3

D  Only 1

 [1]
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Question 29

Examiner commentary
This was generally well answered. Most candidates realised the 
ligand was bidentate so could see that all the statements were 
correct. A significant number, however, chose response C, not 
recognising that statement 1 was correct.

Which statement(s) about the [Fe(C2O4)3]3– ion is/are correct?

     1 The bond angles around the metal are 90°.

     2 The shape is octahedral.

     3 The co-ordination number is 6.

A  1, 2 and 3

B  Only 1 and 2

C  Only 2 and 3

D  Only 1

 [1]

Mark(s): 1/1
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Question 30

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was a high demand question with a lot to consider and 
proved one of the more difficult for many candidates, with just 
under half scoring the mark, the others forgetting that the NH2 
groups would have been protonated in acidic conditions or acid 
anions would be formed in alkaline conditions.

Some organic reagents are hydrolysed under either acidic or alkaline conditions.

Which row(s) show(s) the correct products of the hydrolysis reactions?

A  1, 2 and 3

B  Only 1 and 2

C  Only 2 and 3

D  Only 1

 [1]
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Section B
Question 31(a)

Mark(s): 1/2

Examiner commentary
Many students scored 0 on this question as they used sodium 
ions or negative ions. The second point was frequently not 
gained as the answers were not in terms of oxidation state, or 
were vague and did not say exactly what had gained electrons.

Chlorine is manufactured by the electrolysis of sodium chloride solution.  
The equation is shown below.

2NaCl + 2H2O  Cl2 + H2 + 2NaOH.

Give the half equation for the reaction at the negative electrode during electrolysis and explain why it is 
reduction.

Half-equation

Explanation [2]
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Question 31(b)

Mark(s): 1/3

Examiner commentary
There was a relatively equal spread of marks on this question and 
many answers gained full marks despite the variety of operations 
required. The unit conversion to get the correct number of 
moles was not achieved in this answer but the 2:1 ratio was 
correctly applied. The use of the atomic mass, rather than 
molecular mass of chlorine was a common error as was giving 
answers to too many significant figures.

A sodium chloride solution contains 24.0% of sodium chloride by mass.

1.0 tonne of this solution is electrolysed.

Calculate the mass of chlorine produced (in tonnes). 
Give your answer to an appropriate number of significant figures.

mass of chlorine = ................... tonnes [3]
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Question 31(c)

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was a relatively easy question and was well answered. If 
marks were not scored it was because answers were vague, such 
as ‘harmful’, or contained extra incorrect information, such as 
‘toxic and flammable’.

Industries using chlorine are often located close to the electrolysis plant.

Why is the transportation of chlorine dangerous? [1]
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Question 31(d)(i)

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
It was good to see so many correct answers, but there were 
a few incorrect responses that used double-headed arrows 
– students should be reminded that when representing the 
movement of single electrons, single-headed arrows should 
be drawn. Very few failed to identify the type of bond fission as 
homolytic.

Chlorine reacts with alkanes to form chloroalkanes. This reaction begins with the formation of chlorine 
radicals.

Complete the mechanism below to show the movement of electrons and name the type of bond fission.

Cl –––– Cl  2Cl

Type of bond fission [2]
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Question 31(d)(ii)

Mark(s): Exemplar 1 - 0/2

Examiner commentary
Candidates found it difficult to apply the example in the text 
book with methane to this question with more than half of the 
answers scoring no marks. Quite a few answers had the C-C 
bond breaking, as in the first example here.

Once the radicals have formed, they are highly reactive. 
Give the equations for two propagation steps that occur in the reaction of ethane with chlorine. [2]

Mark(s): Exemplar 2 - 2/2
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Question 31(d)(iii)

Mark(s): 2/3

Examiner commentary
The most common mark for this question was 1. A substantial 
number of answers had O3 in both steps of the equation. The 
majority of answers gave a generalised explanation of what a 
catalyst is and had not related their answer to the equations and 
the re-generation of the chlorine radicals.

Chlorine radicals in the stratosphere act as homogeneous catalysts in the breakdown of ozone.

Give equations for the catalytic cycle.  
Use the equations to explain the terms homogeneous and catalyst. [3]
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Question 31(d)(iv)

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
A small number of candidates scored 1 mark on this question, 
with an equal number of scores of 0 or 2. Those who had 
remembered the equations and could manipulate the powers 
found it straightforward. A few made one slip such as not 
converting kilojoules to joules, in which case they scored 1. 
Almost half the candidates, however, did not know the relevant 
equations.  

Ozone is also broken down by radiation in the stratosphere.

O3  O2 + O

The bond broken in this reaction has a bond enthalpy of +302 kJ mol–1.

Calculate the wavelength (in m) of radiation required to break this bond.

wavelength = ................... m

 [2]
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Question 31(e)

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question was well answered; balanced equations including 
potassium sulfate and potassium hydrogen sulfate were 
accepted.

Hydrogen chloride can be prepared by reacting potassium chloride with concentrated sulfuric acid.

Give the equation for the reaction.

 [1]
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Question 31(f)

Mark(s): 3/3

Examiner commentary
It was good to see that candidates had been well prepared 
for this question. Most candidates got the oxidation states 
correct, with very few putting the sign after the number, and 
an encouraging number either derived or knew the correct 
balanced equation.

The reaction in (e) is repeated with potassium iodide.

The hydrogen iodide formed is oxidised to iodine and the sulfuric acid is reduced to hydrogen sulfide.

Give the oxidation states of the elements in the compounds.

iodine in HI ............................................. iodine in I2 .............................................................

sulfur in H2SO4 ....................................... sulfur in H2S ..........................................................

Use these oxidation states to write a balanced equation for the reaction of HI with H2SO4.

 [3]
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Question 32(a)

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This question scored highly as it was a low demand question. 
Answers that suggested the idea that they have similar 
chemistry because they are in the same group were accepted. 
However, mere proximity of elements in the periodic table 
is not always a sufficient response, and if the question had 
been allocated more marks or had been of higher demand we 
would have expected some reference to the fact that adjacent 
elements in the same period are also close, but do not share 
similar reactions.

One suggested method of carbon capture and storage is reacting carbon dioxide with naturally occurring 
metal oxides in the Earth’s crust.

Magnesium oxide and calcium oxide could have formed when dolomite marble was subjected to high 
temperatures in the Earth.

Dolomite contains both calcium and magnesium compounds.  
A student says that magnesium and calcium have similar chemistry because they are close in the Periodic 
Table.

Comment on the student’s statement. [1]
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Question 32(b)

Mark(s): 1/2

Examiner commentary
This was a new area introduced to this specification and 
was generally well answered, although a significant number 
of answers showed that candidates had not covered or 
remembered this area. Both statements needed to be 
comparative and needed to address relative sizes or charge 
densities on the metal ions, and the degree of distortion of the 
charge on the carbonate ion.

A student finds that magnesium carbonate decomposes at a lower temperature than calcium carbonate.

Suggest the reason for this in terms of the ions present.

 [2]
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Question 32(c)

Mark(s): 2/3

Examiner commentary
Almost half the candidates scored full marks. The most common 
areas of difficulty were the unit conversions; converting 
kilopascals to pascals was one area of difficulty, and converting 
the final volume to dm3 was more frequently a challenge.

Calculate the volume of carbon dioxide (in dm3) at 298 K and 95.0 kPa that could be captured by reacting 
it with 1.00 kg of MgO.

volume = ........................dm3 [3]
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Question 32(d)*

Mark(s): 5/6

Examiner commentary
The majority of candidates scored between 2 and 5 for this 
question. As the first level of response question on the paper, 
it was a familiar topic which has been asked before, and 
knowledge of the topic was demonstrated. Students should, 
however, be encouraged to address their answer to the exact 
demands of the question and try to be concise. Common 
areas of difficulty seemed to be the idea that visible radiation is 
absorbed, rather than heat, and that the complimentary colour 
was transmitted. Another area where the exact demand of the 
question was not addressed was the use of the spectrum in

identifying strontium as a new element. Many answers confined 
their attention to just strontium and barium, or just the colours 
red and green. In this response, this last part was the area which 
was not clearly expressed, although the level of knowledge and 
logical expression was good in other areas; hence the award of 
5 marks.

Strontianite is a mineral first found in 1790. It contained a new element, strontium.

The element was first thought to be barium, which was known at the time.  
However, strontium gave a red flame colour when heated and barium’s flame is green.

Explain how elements can give off coloured light when heated and how analysis of the light from 
strontium proved that it was a new element. [6]
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Question 32(e)

Mark(s): 2/3

Examiner commentary
This question proved very difficult. Many candidates thought 
that all precipitates with lead were yellow, or did not mention 
the colour of precipitates. This answer represents an excellent 
attempt, but the nature of the sulfate precipitates lacked detail 
so the third mark was not scored. The majority of answers were 
less successful.

Strontianite may also contain small amounts of barium carbonate, lead carbonate or iron(II) carbonate.

Some students took separate samples of barium carbonate, lead carbonate and iron(II) carbonate and 
reacted them with nitric acid. They then devised tests on the resulting nitrate solutions that would show 
the presence of each metal ion and distinguish it from the other two.

Give three reagents they could use and the expected observations for each.  
Within the table there must be a positive reaction for each ion. [3]
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Question 33(a)

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
This question was very well done, showing candidates had 
understood these ideas well; only a small minority had a change 
in equilibrium constant with changing pressure.

An important source of hydrogen is from the steam reforming reaction shown below.

 The position of equilibrium can be changed by altering the conditions.

Complete the table to show the effects on the yield of hydrogen and the value of the equilibrium 
constant, Kc. [2]
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Question 33(b)

Mark(s): 2/3

Examiner commentary
Candidates found it very difficult to calculate the concentrations 
of all the substances at equilibrium but a significant number 
managed to use their concentrations correctly and give the 
correct units.

2.00 moles of methane and 1.00 mole of steam are allowed to reach equilibrium in a 1.00 dm3 container. 
At equilibrium 0.66 mole of steam remains.

Calculate a value for the equilibrium constant and give its units.

Kc = ......................... units .................... [3]
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Question 33(c)(i)

Mark(s): 0/1

Examiner commentary
A significant number of candidates did not score the mark 
here as they did not relate their answer to the relative number 
of moles of gas in reactants and products, but just gave a 
generalised answer.

The entropy change for the forward reaction in equation 33.1, ΔsysS = +214.5 J K–1 mol–1.

(i) How does the sign of ΔsysS relate to the equation for the reaction? [1]
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Question 33(c)(ii)

Mark(s): 1/2

Examiner commentary
Missing the sign of the entropy change was a common cause of 
lost marks and candidates should note the signs were all given in 
the entropy data provided, so their answers should be matched 
to this.

The entropy values for some of the gases in equation 33.1 are shown below.

Use the value of ΔsysS and the entropy values in the table to calculate the entropy of H2(g).

entropy of H2(g) = ............J K–1 mol–1 [2]
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Question 33(d)

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
A significant proportion of candidates were able to calculate 
the total entropy change at this temperature and say that 
the reaction was possible as it was positive. We allowed error 
carried forwards if the answer was consistent with an incorrectly 
calculated entropy. A few candidates approached it by 
calculating the minimum temperature at which the reaction was 
possible and found it was below 1000 K. This was also creditable.

Calculate whether the forward reaction in equation 33.1 is feasible at 1000 K. [2]
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Question 33(e)(i)

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This was quite an easy question; nevertheless about a third of 
candidates made mistakes such as overlooking the fact that 3 
moles of hydrogen were produced, or using a molecular mass of 
1 for hydrogen.

The steam reforming reaction shown in equation 33.1 makes hydrogen. Much of the hydrogen is used in 
the manufacture of ammonia.

Calculate the atom economy of the reaction in equation 33.1 when making hydrogen.

atom economy = ...................... % [1]
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Question 33(e)(ii)

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This has proved difficult in the past and this year was no 
exception; fewer than half the candidates scored here, despite 
‘waste product’ being an allowed answer. 

How is carbon monoxide described when it is formed alongside the required product (hydrogen)? [1]
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Question 33(f)

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
This was generally well done. Most answers, as in this case, 
focused on the use of carbon monoxide and the fact that more 
hydrogen is produced. There were some answers that said it 
gave 100% atom economy which was incorrect. Only a few 
answers focused on the fact that heat from the exothermic 
reaction could be used for the endothermic one.

The carbon monoxide can be used in the exothermic water gas shift reaction.

The water gas shift reaction often takes place in the same industrial plant as steam reforming.

Suggest two advantages of the water gas shift reaction taking place with steam reforming. [2]
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Question 34(a)(i)

Mark(s): 2/4

Examiner commentary
In this question students mostly scored 2 marks because they 
did not give detailed enough answers. Many said both structures 
would have the same bond angle, but did not always specify the 
angle or gave the incorrect one; very few answers explained this 
in terms of three areas of electron density around each carbon 
repelling each other. The second part was more accessible to 
most students, but some just said ‘alternating short and long 

bonds’ without specifying that the double bonds were the 
shorter ones.

Two possible representations for benzene (C6H6) are shown below.

Compare and explain the bond angles and bond lengths predicted by each structure.

Bond angles

Bond lengths [2]
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Question 34(a)(ii)

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
This answer suffered from lack of detail and clarity with half 
the students only scoring 1 mark and a significant number 
not scoring at all. The essential points were that it would be 
expected that ΔH would be -360 or 3 x cyclohexene for structure 
2, but that it was the delocalised structure that made the actual 
value less exothermic.

The equation below shows the hydrogenation of cyclohexene.

When benzene is reacted with hydrogen to form cyclohexane the enthalpy change is found to  
be – 208 kJ mol–1.

Explain why this data supports structure 1 rather than structure 2. [2]
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Question 34(b)(i)

Mark(s): 1/2

Examiner commentary
As was the case in this answer, there were careless slips that cost 
a mark but there were many cases where no marks were scored 
as the detail had not been learned sufficiently well.

A student wants to synthesise a dye. The first step in the formation of the dye is shown below.

This is an electrophilic substitution reaction.

Give the conditions for the reaction and an equation to show how the electrophile is formed.

Conditions ..................................................................

Equation for formation of the electrophile [2]
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Question 34(b)(ii)

Mark(s): 3/4

Examiner commentary
This was another instance where lack of precise knowledge cost 
marks. The most commonly scored mark was the requirement 
for the first reaction to be carried out at a temperature below  
5 °C (with ‘ice cold’ also being accepted). There was a lack 
of secure knowledge of the reagents needed to form the 
diazonium ion and the requirement for alkaline conditions for 
the coupling reaction proved the most elusive mark.

The nitrobenzene is then changed to phenylamine.

The flow diagram shows how the student could produce the red dye shown from phenylamine.

Complete the diagram by filling in the boxes. [4]
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Question 34(c)

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
This always proves difficult as sulfonates are rarely encountered 
in the course. Fewer than half the candidates scored here.

The dye produced is not very soluble in water. In order to increase its solubility it is converted to the 
structure below.

Name the –SO3
-  group. [1]
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Question 34(d)

Mark(s): 2/3

Examiner commentary
This was an exercise in trying to follow the movement of 
electrons in an unfamiliar situation. The 2 marks scored by this 
candidate represented the most frequently scored, and easiest 
to deduce from the structures given. The question was, however, 
omitted by some candidates.

Another dye is used as an acid-base indicator. It is red in acidic conditions and yellow in neutral or alkaline 
conditions.

The equation for the reaction producing the yellow form of the dye is shown below. It is carried out in 
alkaline conditions.

Add curly arrows to the equation to show the mechanism of the reaction forming the dye.

 [3]
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Question 34(e)

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
Although a significant number of candidates scored 2 marks 
on this question, a fair number scored no marks. It should be 
noted that 1 mark can be gained for the relatively easy step 
of converting the pH to [H+], but only if it is clear that the 
calculation relates to  [H+]; we needed to see  [H+] = clearly 
related to 1.99 x 10 -4 to score the first point.  This is consistent 
with F335 papers in the past.

The indicator dye is a weak acid and may be described as HIn.

For the reaction shown below, Ka = 1.6 × 10–4 mol dm–3. 

This indicator changes colour at pH 3.7.

Find the ratio [In–] / [HIn] when it changes colour.

[In–] / [HIn] = .......................................................... [2]
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Question 35(a)*

Mark(s): 6/6

Magnesium sulfate, MgSO4, has a variety of uses in agriculture and in medicine.

It exists in the solid state as a hydrated salt, MgSO4•xH2O.

In order to find the value of x in the formula, a student follows the procedure below.

A known mass of magnesium sulfate crystals is dissolved in water. Aqueous sodium carbonate is added to 
precipitate magnesium carbonate, MgCO3.

Describe how the student would use the results of the experiment to find a value for x. Suggest possible 
sources of inaccuracy and how they might be overcome. [6]
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Examiner commentary
This was a question that proved one of the more difficult in 
the paper. It is to be stressed that candidates should try to 
write concisely and ensure that they address all aspects of 
the question. Working out the number of molecules of water 
of crystallisation is a familiar experiment involving heating to 
constant mass and weighing to find the water lost. This question 
involved a different method and many answers showed that 
they were not able to apply their ideas to another method. There 
were also answers that showed that the question had not been 
read carefully enough, as the magnesium carbonate precipitate 
was not used in the answer.

The answers are marked holistically and minor errors do not 
necessarily preclude the maximum mark. This candidate has 
realised that magnesium carbonate is formed as a solid; the 
incorrect formulae for sodium sulfate and carbonate were taken 
to be working and ignored. The student has correctly realised 
that the dried mass of MgCO3 will give the number of moles of 
MgSO4 as they react in a 1:1 ratio, that the precipitate must be 
dry or inaccuracy will occur, and explained how the moles of 
water can be found.
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Question 35(b)

The student looks up the enthalpy change of solution for anhydrous magnesium sulfate and finds it is  
– 84.00 kJ mol–1.

The student measures the enthalpy change of solution of MgSO4•7H2O by adding it to water and 
measuring the temperature change.

The student’s results are shown in the table.

Calculate ΔsolH for MgSO4•7H2O in kJ mol–1.  
Assume the specific heat capacity of the solution is the same as that of water.

Use your answer, with the ΔsolH for the anhydrous salt and draw an appropriate cycle to find a value for 
ΔrH for the reaction shown below.

MgSO4(s) + 7H2O(l) MgSO4•7H2O(s)

 ΔrH = .............................................kJ mol–1   [4]
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Examiner commentary
This question has many points where errors can be made. The 
first is using the correct mass for working out the energy transfer. 
Some used the 9.7 g of solute, rather than the 50 g solution. 
Others either added or subtracted the mass of solute from the 
50 g. The next error was not scaling up the energy for 1 mole 
correctly, either by not doing it at all, or by using the incorrect 
molecular mass (the molecular mass of the anhydrous salt, for 
example). A number of candidates had a negative value, not 
having appreciated the temperature fell when the magnesium 
sulfate dissolved, as in this example. The cycles drawn often 
included the MgSO4 being broken up into elements. This 
candidate’s only mistake is having a negative value for the 
enthalpy of solution so it got 3 marks.

Mark(s): 3/4
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Question 35(c)

Mark(s): 1/2

ΔhydH values for the ions in magnesium sulfate are given in the table below.

Fill in the missing species in the box and use the diagram to calculate ΔLEH for magnesium sulfate.

 ΔLEH = ......................................... kJ mol–1    [2]

Examiner commentary
Many correct answers were given. Occasionally the state 
symbols on the gaseous ions were incorrect, very occasionally 
an incorrect numerical answer had been calculated and 

occasionally, as in this answer, an incorrect sign or no sign was 
given in front of the final answer.
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Question 35(d)

Mark(s): 2/2

Strontium sulfate is much less soluble than magnesium sulfate.

Use ideas of hydration enthalpy to suggest an explanation.

  [2]

Examiner commentary
The main difficulty with this question was clarity of expression. 
In some cases, ‘it’ was used so it was unclear what was being 
referred to. Strontium atoms or molecules, rather than ions, were 
seen too. For the second point, the idea of hydration enthalpy 
for strontium ions being less exothermic or weaker ion-diploe 
forces with water was required. Answers that just said larger or 
smaller hydration enthalpy were not sufficient as this is always 
difficult to explain clearly with a negative number.
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